
Term Definition 

Administrative 
Liaisons (ALs) 

 
Colleges, schools, and administrative units with faculty have been assigned an 
Administrative Liaison for UGA Elements. The Administrative Liaisons will have 
the latest information about Elements for their specific units. You can locate 
your AL at: http://elements.uga.edu/contact. If you do not have an AL assigned 
to your unit, contact elements@uga.edu. 
  
 

Affiliations Map 

 
Map coloring countries by number of affiliations. 
 

 
 

 

 Altmetrics 

  

 Web application that helps you see all of the attention surrounding your papers 

 

 

 

  
ArXiv Database 
 

Repository of Electronic preprints, known as e-prints, of scientific papers in the 
fields of mathematics, physics, astronomy, computer science, quantitative 
biology, statistics and quantitative finance 

 
BibTeX 
 

Reference management software for formatting lists of references. BibTeX 
makes it easy to cite sources in a consistent manner, by separating 
bibliographic information from the presentation of this information. 

 
CiNii EN Database 

 
A database service which can be searched with academic information of 
articles, books and journals 

http://elements.uga.edu/contact
mailto:elements@uga.edu
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Reference_management_software
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Bibliography
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CiNii JP Database 

 
Database from the National Institute of Informatics consisting of journal articles 
and citations to articles from scholarly journals, magazines, and university 
bulletins published in Japan 
 

Citations 

 
Citations is the number of articles or publications that refer to a recipient article. 
The citations data visible in UGA Elements is also used in the reporting 
elements of the system, and is sourced from Web of Science and Scopus 
   

Co-authorship at 
UGA 
Diagram  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
A list of co-authors within UGA 
 
 

Elements 

 
The term Elements refers to the individual units of functionality within the 
system.  The main modules in UGA Elements are for teaching activities, 
professional activities, grants, and publications. 
 
 

 
CrossRef 
Supplementary 
Search 

 
CrossRef is an association of scholarly publishers that develops shared 
infrastructure to support more effective scholarly communications. Their 
citation-linking network today covers over 74 million journal articles and other 
content items (books chapters, data, theses, technical reports) from thousands 
of scholarly and professional publishers around the globe. 
 

 
DBLP Database 
 

Computer Science Bibliography 
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Delegate 

A user (normally an assistant) nominated by another user (often a senior 
academic) who has the right to impersonate this other user. Using their own 
login, they can gain access to the system as if they are logged in as the 
impersonated user. Delegates also receive copies of the email correspondence 
the system sends to the user(s) they can impersonate.  
 
Some UGA Schools/Colleges/Units will not allow delegate assignments. Please 
check with your Administrative Liaison. A list of ALs is located at: 
http://elements.uga.edu/contact.  
 
If you do not have an AL assigned to your unit, contact Julie Noelke at: 
jnoelke@uga.edu 
 
 
 

Endnote  

  

A reference management software tool made by Thomson Reuters. 

 
Europe PubMed 
Central 
Supplementary 
Search 
 

Europe PubMed Central is an information resource for biomedical and health 
researchers. Their search provides over 30 million + abstracts and 3 million + 
full text research articles from PubMed and PubMed Central. 
 
 

 

 
 
Google Analytics 

A free service that allows for monitoring of take-up and usage of UGA 
Elements  
  

My Grants 

 
A module to store the details of research grants, enabling relationships to be 
created between grants and users, publications or other elements in the 
system. Once created, new grant elements are available for relationships with 
other elements to be created by users.   
 
 
 

Group 
Administrator Role 

 
An Administrator with rights over a certain user group. In general, Group 
Administrators only have permissions that enable changes to be made to the 
membership of their groups and can create roles such as Statisticians and 
Research Managers. However, Administrators for Primary Groups can also 
change some of the module settings for their group.  
 

http://elements.uga.edu/contact
mailto:jnoelke@uga.edu
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Impersonate       

 
 
Delegates, Group Administrators, System Administrators, Research Managers, 
Verification module users have the ability to impersonate certain other users 
and manage their records. The impersonation tool is found under ‘home’ 
header. Users acting on behalf of another in this way can interact with the 
system as though they are the other person.  
 
Note: Some UGA Schools/Colleges/Units will not allow delegate assignments. 
Please check with your Administrative Liaison (AL). A list of ALs is located at: 
http://elements.uga.edu/contact.  
 
If you do not have an AL assigned to your unit, contact elements@uga.edu 
 

My h-index 
 

 
The h-index is calculated regularly, by source from your claimed publications 
citation counts.  
 
 

 
 
 
 
My Profile 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

Your user profile is available to all users in the system. It contains your photo, 

email address, your links at UGA, your co-authors and a list of your elements. 

Publications, Grants and Professional Activities are grouped into recent, 

favorite and all tabs. 

 Overview 

 Experience 

 Education 

http://elements.uga.edu/contact
mailto:elements@uga.edu
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 Language competencies 

 Addresses 

 

Your elements:  

Publications, Professional Activities, Teaching Activities and Grants are 

grouped into recent, favorites and all records 

Publications history Chart 

Column chart showing publications per year 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

My Search settings 

 
A group of settings that specify the search terms used by the synchronizer to 
search the online databases for publications by a particular user. Each user 
has access to edit their own search settings. In addition, Group Administrators 
can impersonate all the users in their groups and assist them and their 
delegates by editing their search settings and making their search more 
accurate.  
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Multi-Search 

 

Multi-Search is the University of Georgia Libraries' implementation of the EBSCO 

Discovery Service.  

 

Some of the most popular databases that are currently part of Multi-Search 

include: 

 Academic Search Complete 

 Elsevier ScienceDirect 

 ERIC 

 JSTOR 

 PsycINFO 

 Medline 

 MLA Bibliography 

 Newspaper Source Plus 

 Project Muse 

 Sage Reference Online 

 Web of Science  

      

http://www.libs.uga.edu/multisearch/index.html 

 

 

http://www.libs.uga.edu/multisearch/index.html
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Navigation Panel 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This panel provides links to all of your activities arranged in elements. This is 
also where you will find the link to import publications from an endnote or 
Bibtex library. It also provides a link to update your publication search settings. 
 
 

 

 

 

  

  

ProQuest includes world’s largest collection of dissertations and theses;  

My Professional 
Activities 

  

 
This module collects information about professional activities and measures of 
esteem, such as awards, membership of professional bodies and external 
committees. 
 

Project Team 
UGA Elements  
 

The Project Team is the UGA Elements implementation team. 
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Publication History 
Chart  
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
This shows your current repository status: a breakdown of your deposited 
publications per year. 
 

Publication 
Synchronizer 
 
 
 

 
 
The Elements “synchronizer” searches a number of online publication 
databases using search criteria that include your name and your connection to 
UGA. When the synchronizer finds a publication that appears to be yours, it 
imports bibliographic details automatically and notifies you via email so that you 
can claim or reject it. You have the ability to fine-tune the search criteria used 
by the synchronizer. You are also able to add manual records of publications 
not found in online databases. 
 

  
PubMed Database 

 
Comprises more than 24 million citations for biomedical literature from 
MEDLINE, life science journals, and online books. Citations include full-text 
content 

 
RePEc 

 
Research Papers in Economics (RePEc) is a decentralized bibliographic 
database of working papers, journal articles, books, book chapters and 
software components. 
 

Roles 

 
This is a general term applied to different sets of permissions and abilities 
within UGA Elements. Roles include User, Research Manager and Statistician 
as well as the various kinds of Administrators.   
 

 
 
SSRN (Social 
Science Research 
Network) 

*The Social Science Research Network (SSRN) will be added to UGA 
Elements in the near future.  It is a network devoted to the rapid worldwide 
dissemination of social science research and is composed of a number of 
specialized research networks in each of the social sciences. 

Search Terms 
 
Publication searches take place periodically during the day and will include you 
every time your search settings are updated. You can improve the accuracy of 
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your search by going to ‘search settings’ under Publications in the ‘my 
elements’ menu. Search terms for each online database can be set individually. 

Addresses: restrict search term by institutional affiliations 
Name Variants: add variants of your published names 
Keywords: restrict search with keywords 
Start date: restrict search from a date 
Journals: restrict search to certain journals 
Online database ID’s: fetch publications by proprietary ID 

Note: For information on calibrating your search settings, go to Search settings 

Statistician (role) 
A role that gives a user permission to access data about the members of a 
group.  

Synchroniser 

The ‘synchroniser’ is a system process in UGA Elements that carries out an 
online search. It takes users from a queue, runs their details through the online 
databases and places the results into the ‘pending publications’ section of their 
records, ready for them to check and approve.  

Symplectic 

 Symplectic is the company that developed Elements-a  software company 
founded in in London (2003) who specialize in developing, implementing and 
integrating research information systems for universities and research 
institutions around the world.  

The Elements platform is an application and database that allows institutions to 
collect, contextualize, report on and profile publicly the research, scholarship, 
and professional activities of faculty, staff, and students. It is built on advanced 
software infrastructure that will address fundamental shortcomings of the 
current FAR.  

WorldCat 
 WorldCat is the world's largest network of library content and services. 

WorldCat.org lets you search the collections of libraries in your community and 

thousands more around the world. 

WoS (Web of 
Science Lite) 

WoS Lite is a web service that allows for real-time lookup of Web of Science 
source record information against Web of Science, using institution 
subscription entitlements. 

https://ugaelements.atlassian.net/wiki/display/EG/Calibrate+Sychronizer+settings
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Note: Most UGA publications will be found in this database. 

Working Group 
UGA Elements 

Configuration and implementation of UGA Elements is being managed by a 
Working Group that includes members from the Offices of Faculty Affairs, 
Enterprise Information Technology Services, Institutional Research, Office of 
Research, Vice President for Public Service and Outreach in addition to UGA 
Libraries, and select school/college reps. The members of the group can be 
found at: http://elements.uga.edu/about 

http://elements.uga.edu/about

